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Abstract: Today's telecommunication service providers strive to drastically reduce the 
service implementation time in order to minimise the cost. Simultaneously, 
they want to provide better quality of service. In this context, a solution 
identified by the Telecommunication Management Forum (TMF) is to propose 
a completely automated top-down network management process using the 
customer needs as input. 

This paper illustrates how this management solution can be achieved for the 
implementation of a provider provisioned VPN service (PPVPN): starting 
from the expression of the customer needs and resulting with the network 
configuration. This implementation is defined in several steps. First the 
formalisation of the customer needs is packed within one or several Service 
Level Specification(s) (SLS). Then these formal needs are translated using 
specific policy information models. Finally, these models are implemented in 
order to address the network layer. 

Keywords: Provider Provisioned VPN, SLA, SLS, policy-based management, policy 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

A crucial objective for a service provider (SP) is to have rapid response 
times to the service requests of its customers in order to be competitive: 
more services sold, less provisioning effort. This requires automation [1] 
starting from the business layer down to the network layer. 

At the business layer, a SP manages (written) contracts named Service 
Level Agreement (SLA) it establishes with its customers. The SLA inc1udes 
all contracted aspects of a service: financial, technical, operational, etceteras. 
Focusing on the technical aspect, a contract contains a customer-oriented 
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description of a service. For the purpose of automation, this technical 
description is formally contained in a standardised document named service 
level specification (SLS). Examples of SLSs are proposed in [2] and [3]. At 
the lower-end of the business layer, one or several SLSs are produced 
formally describing the customers' needs. 

In order to implement the customer oriented SLS by provisioning it into 
the network, the SP must be able to translate it into an SP-oriented 
description. An approach to directly translate an SLS into configuration 
commands of each network element of the SP's network proves to be quite 
difficult. An interesting solution is provided by Policy-Based Management 
(PBM). The reason is not so much the usage of policy ruIes, but the high
level management view generally represented in existing policy information 
models (PIMs). The translation of an SLS into policy rules from appropriate 
policy information models is feasible as is illustrated in this paper. The 
resulting policy rules are SP-oriented. All SLSs are translated into policy 
rules at the upper-end of the network management layer. 

Commonly these policy rules are used to populate a Policy Information 
Base (pm). The pm is a representation of abstract network functions (e.g. 
the dropping function of the DiffServ pm [8]) based on a (vendor 
independent) network element (NE). As such, a pm implements a policy 
information model partially or completely. The final configuration 
information of a NE is simply a specialisation of the configuration 
information contained in the pm (associated with that NE). This completes 
the network implementation of a service that has started at the business layer 
as an SLS. 

This paper describes all these steps in detail in the scope of an 
BGPIMPLS based IP VPN service. We present a textual description of an IP 
VPN service and its formal description (SLSs). Then we describe bdefly the 
targeted PIMs and their implementations (pms). As a last step, we translate 
these SLSs into policy rules. These rules are defined in the targeted PIMs. 
We call this process Service Network Mapping (SNM). 

Please note that, at the network level, the scope· is limited to the 
configul'ation of the edge routers of the providers' networks supporting 
BGP/MPLS VPN [9] and MPLSlDiffServ for the transport of packets: we 
assume that the core of these networks is already configured. In addition, by 
stopping at the pm level we remain vendor-independent. 
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2. THE IP VPN SERVICE 

2.1 Description of the IP VPN 

The IP VPN service considered hereafter is currently called "Provider 
Provisioned VPN" (PPVPN): a Service Provider (SP) provides his customer 
with a routed infrastructure that acts as a private IP c10ud realised over a 
public IP infrastructure owned by this SP or other SPs. 

To provision a PPVPN service the SP must be informed about the 
characteristics of the customers' VPN: its topology and reachability of VPN 
destinations. As the customer often uses private addresses on the LAN, the 
SP has to enable Network and port Address Translation (NAT) functionality 
to provide for routing connectivity on the public IP network. An SP may 
provide additional services such as firewall and encryption and offer SLAs 
on traffic flows (i.e. throughput and QoS) in the scope of site-to-site VPNs. 
An important issue is the granularity of QoS: the SP may offer aggregate 
SLAs or propose treatment of customer traffic on micro-flow level. Here a 
mixed solution is proposed: customer traffic is described in term of micro
flows within the SLS but a SP may aggregate this traffic once entering its 
core network. 

To summarise, the PPVPN service requires the following points to be 
characterised: Reachability, NAT, Firewall, Encryption, and the definition of 
the transport of packets: VPN topology and QoS and bandwidth contract per 
link including trafik identification. 

2.2 SLS of an IPVPN service 

The SLS of a PPVPN service consists of a technical description of a 
generic packets transport service with QoS indicators and of a VPN specific 
part built on top of this transport service. In the following paragraphs we 
propose a description of the main components of an SLS formalising a 
generic transport service [2]. These components are: 

- Service scope: a set of ingress and egress network interfaces of 
network nodes located at the edge of the provider's network and their 
relation to each other expressed as pipe, hose or funnel topologies. In 
this paper, these ingress and egress interfaces are also named input and 
output Service Access Points (SAPs). 

- Flow description: identification of the traffic to be transported. 
- Traffic profile and conformance test algorithm: for example token 

bucket. 
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- Excess treatment: dropping, shaping or remarking out-of profile traftk 
or ignoring the traffic. 

- Perfonnance guarantees: QoS defined as delay, jitter, packet loss, 
throughput. 

- Service schedule: (de )activation time in terms of time of day, day of 
month, month of year, and any repetition that is needed. 

- Reliability: maximum allowed downtime per TimePeriod and 
maximum time to repair. 

In addition to these components and for addressing the PPVPN service, 
this SLS is to be completed with the following components: 

- Reaehability: defines the visibility of eaeh site from eaeh other site 
pertaining to the VPN. 

- Firewall: defines what traffie is allowed or denied (a per-miero flow 
basis) .. 

- NAT: network and port address translation in a per-miero flow basis. 
- Eneryption: defines encryption in a per-traffie basis. 
Note that the deseription of a VPN service may require several (related) 

SLSs. 

3. POLICY INFORMATION MODELS 

Policy Information Models (PIMs) use poliey rules for representing high 
level management funetions. An important point is the abstraction of the 
representation used in a PIM. The goal is to let a network management 
operator easily define simple yet powerful rules to specify behaviour of 
network services. We use PIMs because it simplifies the mapping of the SLS 
to these poliey information models. 

A PIM is typically implemented as Poliey Infonnation Bases (pms). A 
pm represents abstract network functions (e.g. QoS) of an abstract network 
element. However, for configuring a network, a pm may not be needed in 
certain cases (e.g. using signalling to set up configuration). 

It is important to define PIMs that are suitable for the implementation of 
a VPN service. For configuration of the edge of an MPLSlDiffServ network, 
the targeted PIMs are: an IPVPN PIM [11] strictly for the VPN part, QPIM 
[4] for the QoS part and peIM/peIMe [5][6] as background models. A 
description of these models and implementation is given in the next sections. 

3.1 Tbe PCIM and PCIMe models 

peIM and peIMe introduce the basis for poliey-based management: 
poliey rule, eondition, action, association, and group are defined in this 
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model. PCIM and PCIMe define in fact a meta-model and other PIMs, for 
example QPIM, specialise this model. 

A common implementation is described in [7]. 

3.2 The QPIM model 

QPIM defines policy rules for QoS in DiffServ or IntServ networks 
conceming the edge and the core of these networks. For DiffServ networks, 
QPIM defines traffic flow conditioning (i.e. testing and limiting egress 
traffic flows) at the edge, and per hop forwarding behaviour (bandwidth, 
queuing and dropping) of each router in the core. 

QPIM is implemented as a pm [8]. 

3.3 The IPVPN PIM 

The IP VPN policy information model [11] is an Alcatel proprietary 
model anticipating the evolving ffiTF standard [12]. This model defines 
rules related to Reachability, NAT, Firewall and Encryption. It addresses 
only specific PPVPNs as specified in RFC 2547 bis [9] and is based on 
BGPIMPLS PPVPN. 

This model is implemented as a pm for a vendor independent 
representation of a BGPIMPLS VPN function of an NE called Provider Edge 
(PE) and is given in [13]. It has to be noted that the NAT, Firewall and 
security functions as discussed in the Alcatel PIM extensions are not 
inc1uded yet. 

4. MAPPINGTHE SLS TO POLICY RULES 

In the previous sections we have defined the relevant parts of the SLS, 
the targeted PIMs involved in defining the IP VPN service and abrief 
overview of the service implementation in the SP's network (edge only). 
This section fills the gap between the SLS and the policy models. It 
describes how the SLS is mapped, in a per-component basis, to the targeted 
PIMs. 

The mapping of an SLS results in several policy rules. There is a direct 
relation between an SLS and the set of policy rules resulting from the 
mapping: modifying an SLS means updating this policy rule set, removing 
or adding one or several policy rules from this set or even a combination of 
the three. 

The enforcement points must be defined for each policy rule in order to 
be able to enforce the policy at the network level. 
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Finally, the mapping is defined within the scope of the management of 
the edge: encompassing traffic conditioning, VPN Routing and Forwarding 
(VRF) functions. The mapping of the SLS components is presented 
according to these functions starting with traffic conditioning and then 
related to the VPN. But first we will examine the service schedule and the 
QoS components of the VPN service. 

4.1 Service schedule component 

A VPN service may be scheduled by defining a schedule component that 
is mapped as a specific simple condition from PCIMe: PolicyTimePeriod
Condition. This condition is only used with the mapping of other SLS 
components that are described in the following subsections. 

4.2 QoS component 

The QoS or performance guarantee component in a DiffServ network is 
simply represented by a DiffServ CodePoint (DSCP) [10]. Which DSCP to 
apply? This depends on the core network configuration, which is assumed to 
be already adequately pre-configured. Each DSCP is associated with a 
performance guarantee. A match between the performance guarantee defined 
in the SLS and a configured performance guarantee will give the DSCP 
value. The performance guarantees to be selected by the customer in his 
SLA and mapped to the SLS is directly mapped on the available core 
network performance guarantees (DSCP values). This DSCP value is used 
for defining the traffic conditioning (see next section). If there is no explicit 
performance guarantee, the default DSCP is set to a value corresponding to a 
best effort (BE) service. 

4.3 Traftic conditioning related components 

Traffic conditioning is defined according to the scope, flow 
identification, traffic profile, and excess treatment components of the SLS 
and requires the DSCP resulting from the mapping of the performance 
guarantee component defined in the previous section. 

Traffic conditioning is implemented as a single policy rule (named 
TrafficConditioning in Figure 1). The compound condition of this rule 
implements the flow identification and schedule components. The action part 
implements the Traffic Profile and the conformance algorithm component. 

The resulting policy rule is to be enforced on each interface identified as 
SAP in the scope component of the SLS. That is, this policy rule is to be 
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enforced on the traffie entering if an interface is identified as an ingress SAP 
and on the outgoing traffic if an interface is identified as an egress SAP. 

In terms of the models, traffic conditioning is implemented as an instanee 
of the c1ass Poliey Rule [5]. This poliey rule is buHt as follows: 

The eondition part of this rule is an instanee of the c1ass Compound
PolicyCondition [6] associated with the conditions on the flow 
identifieation and on the validity period by means of an instanee of the 
c1ass PolicyConditionInPolicyCondition [6]. The flow identification is 
mapped to at least one simple condition: a simple eondition is defined by 
using a PolieyVariable [6] and a PolieyValue [6]. The validity period 
eondition is defined in the "Schedule" subseetion. 
The action part of this rule is an instance of the c1ass QosPolieyPolice
Action [4] implementing the conformance test to a traffie profile and the 
assoeiated aetions to trigger. Possible aetions on out-of-profile traffie are 
transmitting, dropping, remarking, or shaping. A possible action on in
profile traffie is marking with a given DSCP eomputed as specified in the 
subsection named "QoS eomponent". Figure 1 illustrates the generic 
form of a policy rule implementing traffie conditioning. 

TraMe condilloning Inslanee 
01 Ihe class PoUcyRule 

[PCIMeJ 

A •• oci.tion 
PollcyCondltlonlnPollcyRule 

(PCIMal 

Flow-Identlficatlon-and Validity
Period Instene. of the cle.s 

CompoundCondition (PCIMeJ 

Trame Profile Instanee of the cl ••• 
QoSPoUcyTokenBucketTrfCPror [QPIMJ 

Figure 1. Traffie eonditioning poliey rule 

A •• oelatlon 
PolicyConditlonlnPolicyConditlon 

[PCIMel 

Assoclatlon 
PolieyvartablalnSimplaPolleyCondtion 

[PCIMel 

Assoeiallon 
ExpectedPollcyValu •• ForVariable 

[PCIMel 

Trame identificalion instance of the 
class CompoundPolicyCondltion 

[PCIMeJ 

Inslanee of tha elass 
PoUcylntegerValue (PCIMe] with the 

proparty IntegerLiat aet to 1 ... 5 

Figure 2. Flow identification mapping example 
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Figure 2 illustrates an example of mapping of a flow identification 
component describing an ingress traffic of packets marked with a DSCP 
value between 1 and 5. 

Finally, Figure 3 is an illustration of the implementation of the action 
performed on in-profile traffic. 

inatanca of the d ••• 
QoSPollcyConformActlon [CPIMJ 

In.tanc. of Iha cl ••• 
Polic'IVa"'ablaln$implePolicyAcUon 

Inatanca or Ihe cl ••• 
POllcyOSCPVariabie [PCIMe) 

Figure 3. Marking operation of in-profile traffie 

4.4 VPN related components 

The mapping to the IP VPN model may result in several policy rules 
defining reachability, NAT, Firewall and Encryption. These are the main 
mies that have to be enforced on the interface corresponding to the SAP 
defined in the scope component of the SLS. In contrast, policy rules defining 
reachability are enforced on the appropriate PE by the respective VRFs. 

4.4.1 Reachability 

The reachability component can be implemented using only one or using 
several policy rules: one rule per VRF. In any case, each rule is defined 
similarly: the condition part of this rule is a time validity period and the 
action part is one action, Provision VRFPolicy Action, as defined in [11]. The 
only property of this action is the list of SAPs (to associate with the VRF) as 
defined in the reachability component. 

The rule we created is to be enforced on the appropriate PEs that are 
deduced from the definition of the reachability component of the SLS. 
Figure 4 gives an illustration of this rule. 

The Reachability component also defines the routing of packets within a 
VPN and can again be implemented as one or several policy rules. Each rule 
represents the accessibility of source sites to destination sites (reachability 
rules are uni-directional). Thus, the number of required rules depends on the 
definition of the accessibility. Each rule illustrated below is defined 
similarly: the condition is the time validity period and the action is one 
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action, ConfigureVRFPolicyAction, as defined in [11]. This rule is to be 
enforced on PEs attached to source sites. 

Figure 5 is an illustration of a rule that allows the distribution of routes 
from site A to site B only. 

instance of the class PolicyRula 
[PCIMe] 

Instanca of the action 
ProvisionVRFPolicyAction with the 

property Interface sat to tha list of SAP 
IP _ddr.sses to associate wlth thls VRF 

association 
PolicyActionlnPolicyRule [PCIMe] 

Figure 4. A VRF creation 

association 
PollcyCondlllonlnPollcyRule [PCIMe] 

In.l_nca cf Ihe class PollcyRule 
[PCIMej 

association 
PollcyActionlnPolicyRule [PCIMej 

ValidltyPeriod inslanca of the clas. 

in.lanca of the cl ••• 
ConfigureVRFPolicyAcllon with Ihe propertlas 

set as folIows: 
dlstrlbutionSouirce: SAP of sllre A 
dislrlbullonOeslination: SAP of slle B 

PolicyTimerPeriodCondition 
[PCIMej 

Figure 5. A route distribution 

4.4.2 Network and Port Address Translation 

The NAT component is implemented as a single policy rule that is 
defined as follows. The rule condition part is the result of the mapping of the 
flow identification and schedule components (see traffic conditioning 
subsection). The action part is a CompoundPolicyCondition [6] of 
NATPolicyAction. The only two properties of the NATPolicyAction are set 
as follows: 

translateFromIPV 4Address property is set to the value of an IP address 
to translate from 
translateToIPV 4Address property is set to the value of aglobai IP 
address to translate to 

Each resulting policy rule is to be enforced on the interface(s) of the edge 
node(s) implementing SAP(s) identified in the scope component of the SLS. 
Figure 6 gives an example of a rule translating a local IP address to aglobai 
IP address. This rule is to be enforced on traffic identified in the condition 
and during a given validity period. 
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Instance of the class PollcyRula 
(PCIMe) 

association 
PollcyCondltlonlnPollcyRule (PCIMe) 

aSlodetlon 
PollcyAclionlnPollcyRula (PCIMe) 

Trafficldentlflcation-ValldllyPeriod 
instance of the elass 

CompoundCondition (PCIMe) 

Instance of the das. NATPoIlcyAction (IP 
VPN PIM) wlth the proparti •• set as follows: 

origin address: locel IP address 
target address: GLobailP address 

Figure 6. Network and Port address translation mapping example 

4.4.3 Firewall 

The firewall component maps to one policy rule as folIows. The 
condition part of this rule is the result of mapping the flow identification and 
schedule components (as defined for the traffic conditioning). The action 
part is a FirewallPolicy Action. This policy rule is to be enforced on 
concemed PE( s) providing input SAP( s) defined in the scope component. 

Figure 7 is an illustration of a rule denying (with notification) an 
identified traffic during a given validity period. 

Instance 01 the dass PolicyRule 
(PCIMe) 

association 
PolicyConditlonlnPolicyRule (PCIMej 

Trafficldentlfication-ValidllyPeriod 
instance 01 the dass 

CompoundCondltlon (PCIMe) 

associatIon 
PolicyActionlnPoHcyRule (PCIMe) 

instance 01 the eiass FirewaltPolicyAclion 
(IP VPN PIM) wlth the property 

fireweltActlon set to deny and alarm 

Figure 7. Firewall component mapping example 

4.4.4 Encryption 

Encryption also results in one policy rule of which the condition part is 
the result of the mapping of the flow identification and schedule components 
and the action part is an instance of the action EncryptionPolicy Action. This 
policy rule is to be enforced on input SAPs defined in the scope component 
of the SLS. Note that the output SAPs are used in the rule definition. 

Figure 8 is an illustration of a rule encrypting identified traffic using a 
DES algorithm during some validity period. 
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I instance of the cless PolicyRule I 
[PCIMe) 

'-T-----t===------ll assoclation I I assoclaiion J-j I I PollcyAellonlnPolicyRule [PCIMe) 
PolicyConditionlnPolicyRule [pelMe] 

Inslanee of lhe class EncrypllonPollcyAelion [IP VPN PIM) 

I Trafficldenllflcatlon-ValkJityPeriod J with the properties set es fellows: 
Instance of the elass Peer identlty: edge node(s) providing output SAPs 

(PCIMe) ipsecEenrypllon: DES 

Figure 8. Encryption component mapping example 

5. MAPPING FROM PIß DATA TO DEVICE 
CONFIGURATION 

The network device abstracted Policy Rules in the pm need to be 
translated into specific network element (NE) configuration commands. This 
mapping is straightforward if the NE is 'policy aware' and supports a pm 
natively. This NE will (partially) retain a local copy of the pm and no 
translation is necessary, only a distribution to the device pm. 

In the case of a legacy NE that is not 'policy aware', still the majority of 
existing NE's, a translation of the pm information is necessary at the 
distribution point into SNMP messages or other formats and protocols for 
configuration of the NE. In our research we have validated the scenario of 
configuring a legacy router using mapping of policy into "Command Line 
Interface" commands. 

6. CONCLUSION 

This document demonstrates that it is possible to completely implement a 
service from a formal Service Level Specification down to the configuration 
of network elements. The following points can be conc1uded: 

a) The SLS template is very powerful for formally expressing customers 
requirements. Independent of network implementation details. 

b) Policy-Based Management is an adequate and efficient approach for 
specifying a high level configuration of the provider network. The gain 
in efficiency is achieved through the ability to simply implement an 
SLS by means of policy mIes and subsequent enforcement of these 
mIes on the network without technological consideration. This 
requires careful design of the policy information models to support 
service design and implementation. These models are PCIM [5], 
PCIMe [6], QPIM [4], and the IP VPN PIM [11]. 
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Another result is the validation of the use of policy information model 
extensions to the basic set of models defined by the IETF for configuring 
additional service requirements in the network. 

What comes next? Our IP VPN model can evolve to a more generic 
model covering other possible implementations, e.g. tunnel-based VPNs. We 
also have to take into account the reliability and assurance aspects of a VPN 
service. Another important step is to extend the scope of the information 
models to the core network. The work to be done is similar to the work 
realised now: specifying an appropriate model of the core configuration and 
implementing this model, which willlikely be related to a bandwidth broker 
and an admission control function. 

Finally, this paper illustrates the work done within Alcatel on flow 
through service provisioning in the network direct1y using the customer 
needs as input. This is an important step towards a customer-oriented and 
perhaps customer driven management solution. 
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